LSA7700P
®

Lighting Arms

BEST-in-SHOW

“Gotta Stock It” NAMM 2014
LIGHTING STANDS & ACCESSORIES

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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Utilizing the proven elliptical enveloping clamp design found on u-mount series
products, LSA7700P adds a pair of brace-less, virtually instant-mount side bars
to any standard lighting or speaker stand. These side bars can be moved freely
up, down, and around the stand. Without obstructive bracing, more fixtures can
be mounted in limitless configurations. In addition to the creative possibilities,
the LSA7700P drastically reduces set up and tear down times. Because the side
bars are freely attachable and removable, and because there are no braces to set,
fixtures can remain clamped during transport. And unlike o-clamps, the versatile
u-mount clamp is compatible with 1 - 1/2” and 1 - 3/8” pipe. With a 1.5”
diameter, aluminum construction, and thick 4mm walls, these unique side bars
are up to the task of supporting any modern LED fixture as well as conventional
par cans. Sold in pairs.
10.25" between mounting hardware points.

No need for a speaker and lighting stand! With the
versatile u-mount clamp on the LSA7700P, mount
your lighting pars to your speaker stand.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Patented elliptical enveloping
clamp allows for quick and
secure setups & teardowns.

> Applications: Add up to 6 additional pars, 3 per bar
> Length: 29”
> Diameter: 1.5”
> Weight Capacity: 15 lbs. per arm.
> Included: Mounting hardware for 6 fixtures, 3 per bar
> Color: Black Powder Coat Finish

Model#: LSA7700P
Inv#: 10165

List Price: $54.99
Map Price: $29.95

Mount up to 18 LED's on one stand! The LS7720QIK u-mount Lighting Stand
(sold separately) comes with two LSA7700P, allowing for a max of 12 LED
par cans. Additional LS7700ARMS allows for a max of 18 LED par cans.

Call The Music People today to place your order

1-800-289-8889

Visit us on the web @ www.musicpeopleinc.com or www.onstagestands.com
On-Stage Stands ® is a registered trademark of The Music People Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.
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